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1

Тигрик-оригамі – Tiger Origami| ab 3 Jahren
ISBN 978-966-97795-6-4 – 24 Seiten

Riki, riki, gami, gami, there goes the origami tiger! He
walks and scares everyone until he gets into trouble.
What happened to him and how the adventures of the
paper tiger ended, young readers can learn from the
poetry book by Oksana Lushchevska. The book also
contains origami diagrams and cutting sheets so that
everyone can make their own Tigger and play with him
to their heart's content.

2

Ом і Дзень. Om & Dzen | ab 3 Jahren
ISBN 978-966-97771-5-7 – 24 Seiten
Drona and Olivka have a very unusual grandmother. She
is a yoga instructor, so she easily gets into weird poses.
And he teaches his grandchildren about it. With it, even
a simple walk in the park turns into a yoga session! A
witty book-game "Om and day" opens the world of yoga
to kids, with its charming words and concepts, physical
exercises-imitations of animals and objects.

3

ПУП. NAVEL | ab 3 Jahren
ISBN 978-966-97771-6-4 – 24 Seiten
Do you have a beautiful navel? Until you think about it,
he thought about it himself. I thought for a long time,
asked others, and what I decided - you will know when
you read the book!

4

"Транспорт. Наліпки-розвивайки. Transport.
Stickers-developing. | 5-6 Jahre
ISBN 978-966-97915-1-1 - 24 Seiten
A book with stickers and developmental tasks for kids 56 years old who are interested in all kinds of transport:
from a scooter to a bulldozer! A convenient format
allows you to take a book for a walk, a trip or a long
queue.
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5.

Mariia Ponomarenko - Як Лелека зірочку знайшов
HOW THE STORK FOUND THE STAR | 5-6 Jahre
978 -966 -10 -5476 -8 - 32 Seiten
The series of books “Reading Is Really Interesting” was
established to form and improve reading skills and to
develop cognitive interests of the readers. Reading
these books gives children encouragement and support,
makes them naturally motivated; their curiosity arises,
they are full of enthusiasm and eager to learn. The main
distinguishing feature of the series is that the texts have
only one storyline and a small number of characters.

6.

Julian Press -GETACLUE - Операція "Золотий скіпетр"
9-12 Jahre – ISBN: 978 -966 -10 -5576 -5 - 128 Seiten
Every morning on the way to school, Philip, Flo, and
Carolina turn into a small candy store in Deaf Corner
№23. The Lokrytsya detective team, as they called
themselves, even has its own office where they meet – a
dovecote under the roof of the Leo candy store.

7.

Larysa Denysenko, Olena London Air-Raid Children
Діти повітряних тривог | ab 10 Jahren
ISBN 978-617-7818-81-5 – 56 Seiten
Ominous rockets — the artillery of Russian infamy —
have turned us into children of aerial alarms. Shelters,
escapes, bomb shelters, other cities and countries are
our new reality. But we will survive, we will win, and we
will definitely turn into air-kissing children. Here, under
one cover, are disturbing children's experiences of war
and hope.
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8.

M. Yabchenko, I. Kypibida, Y. Vus
Short history of the Ukrainian feminism
Коротка історія українського фемінізму
Comic | ab 12 Jahren
ISBN 978-617-7818-79-2 - 56 Seiten
"Feminism is still developing, but its history can and
should be recorded. Several thorough works on the
history of the women's movement and feminism have
been published in Ukraine, but Ukrainian feminism has
appeared in the comics genre only recently.
This is our humble attempt to try to cover the vast in a
moderate number of pages. We have mentioned many
outstanding personalities, but an even greater number
of names have not been mentioned in this sketch, for
which we immediately apologize - after all, a lot has
happened in 150 years."

9.

Timothy Snyder: On Tyranny - Про тиранію
ab 12 Jahren ISBN 978-617-95188-1-2 – 128 Seiten
"A graphic edition of historian Timothy Snyder's
bestselling book of lessons for surviving and resisting
America's arc toward authoritarianism, featuring the
visual storytelling talents of renowned illustrator Nora
Krug
Timothy Snyder’s New York Times bestseller On Tyranny
uses the darkest moments in twentieth-century history,
from Nazism to Communism, to teach twenty lessons on
resisting modern-day authoritarianism. Among the
twenty include a warning to be aware of how symbols
used today could affect tomorrow (“4: Take
responsibility for the face of the world”), an urgent
reminder to research everything for yourself and to the
fullest extent (“11: Investigate”), a point to use
personalized and individualized speech rather than
clichéd phrases for the sake of mass appeal (“9: Be kind
to our language”), and more."
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10.

Anna Sewell - Чорний красунь – Black Beauty
ab 12 Jahren 978-966-10-6698-3 - 232 Seiten
After a sheltered youth, the black, handsome stallion
Black Beauty leads the life of a riding and carriage horse.
One day, however, his owner has to sell him out of
financial necessity and Black Beauty falls into the
clutches of unscrupulous and egoistic and selfish people.
An end to his cruel suffering no longer seems to be in
sight, when a young boy takes care of him and his life
takes a turn. With her stirring animal novel "Black
Beauty", the English writer Anna Sewell created the
great role model of all modern horse stories.

11.

H. Rausch-Diaz, P. Wolski, M. Smoliy
German for 4 weeks. Intensive German language
course with electronic audio application. 2 levels
Німецька мова за 4 тижні. Інтенсивний курс
німецької мови з електронним аудіододатком |
ab 12 Jahren – ISBN 978 -966 -10 -6102 -5
The intensive German language course offered in the
manual will be of interest not only to those who are
beginning to learn it, but also to those who need to
quickly and efficiently memorize German vocabulary
and repeat grammar. An audio appendix with recordings
of all dialogues is attached to the manual.

